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District Mission 

We will inspire the creativity and imagination of all students and empower them as 
knowledgeable, skillful, and confident learners who flourish and contribute willingly in a 
changing world. 

Core Beliefs 

We believe that: 
• All people have inherent worth. 
• Life-long learning is basic to the survival and advancement of society. 
• The primary influence on the individual's development is the family in all its forms. 
• Valuing diversity is essential to individual growth and the advancement of society. 
• All individuals have strengths and human potential has no known limits. 
• Democracy thrives when individuals accept responsibility for their choices. 
• Being trustworthy builds trust. 
• Creativity and imagination are essential for society to flourish. 
• A safe environment is essential for the well-being of the individual and for society to 

flourish 

Philosophy 

The philosophy for our curriculum is developed with a democratic system of beliefs and values.  
Believing that our students deserve the best education, our curriculum is aligned to the most 
current New Jersey state standards and current statewide assessments.  Our scope and sequence 
is vertically and horizontally aligned.  The progression of objectives embraces decades of 
rigorous research, conducted both independently and at the university level, and acknowledges 
that children develop differently and that learning experiences and strategies for performance are 
differentiated.  Our borough is a diverse community, rich in tradition and spirit.  Knowledge is a 
fusion balancing authentic experience and content, which language arts literacy skills are 
integrated with other content areas.  Our curriculum contains common expectations that are 
rigorous and student centered, and teachers, who are most proximal to the children, will use this 
document as an instrument to ensure student success. 

To ensure that our children are successful and receive the best education, this curriculum 
document, our staff will continuously collaborate on this living document.  We will develop 
purposeful and effective formative and summative assessments which measure growth of our 
curriculum and inform our instruction.  Finally, we will continuously seek to grow professionally 
through professional development, which is aligned to statewide regulations, but specifically 
geared to benefit our curriculum, school, and children. 
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General Curriculum & Instruction Objectives 
• Teachers will employ lessons that are aligned to our curriculum and framed utilizing 

current research-based methods and techniques that focus on student achievement 
• Our lessons will be structured according to statewide and district standards and our 

teachers will have flexibility to ensure that lessons meet the needs of all learners 
• Units and lessons will be differentiated  
• Curriculum is focused on student success and balances developmental theory and 

psychometric standards 
• Democratically developed benchmarks and assessments will be utilized to gauge student 

and curricular growth.  Assessment will be multidimensional and developed according to 
student need. 
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Course Overview and Outcomes 

Algebra I is designed to give students the requisite logic and modeling skills necessary for all future 

mathematics courses through a wide range of problem-solving situations and application principles. Students 

will develop an understanding of and appreciation for using mathematics to analyze patterns and explain 

solutions to complex real world problems in precise and logical detail, using technology where appropriate. 

Critical areas deepen understanding of linear relationships and expand them to include exponential functions, by 

contrasting them with each other and by applying linear models to data that exhibit a linear trend.   Students also 

engage in methods for analyzing, solving, and using quadratic functions.  

Critical Area 1: By the end of eighth grade, students learned to solve linear equations in one variable and applied 

graphical and algebraic methods to solve systems of linear equations in two variables. Now, students analyze, 

explain, and master the process of solving linear equations and inequalities. They develop fluency writing, 

interpreting, and translating between various forms of linear equations and inequalities, and use them to solve 

problems. Students explore systems of equations and inequalities, and they find and interpret their solutions.  

 

Critical Area 2: In earlier grades, students defined, evaluated, and compared functions, and used them to model 

relationships between quantities. In this area, students will learn function notation and develop the concepts of 

domain and range.  Students expand their experience to include more specialized functions—absolute value, 

step, and those that are piecewise-defined. They interpret functions given graphically, numerically, 

symbolically, and verbally, translate between representations, and understand the limitations of various 

representations. In addition, students build on their understanding of the properties of integer exponents to 

include rational exponents, and the study of exponential functions. They compare and contrast linear and 

exponential functions, distinguishing between additive and multiplicative change. They interpret arithmetic 

sequences as linear functions and geometric sequences as exponential functions.  

 

Critical Area 3: This area builds upon prior students’ prior experiences with data, providing students with more 

formal means of assessing how a model fits data. Students display and  

interpret graphical representations of data, and if appropriate, choose regression techniques when building a 

model that approximates a linear relationship between quantities. They analyze their knowledge of the context 

of a situation to justify their choice of a linear model. With linear models, they plot and analyze residuals to 

informally assess the goodness of fit. 

 

Critical Area 4:  Students build on their work with exponents to polynomial expressions. They learn the 

terminology specific to polynomials and understand that polynomials form a system analogous to the integers. 
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They begin to see structure in and create equivalent expressions by adding, subtracting, and multiplying 

polynomials, and then factoring.  Students apply this new understanding of numbers to quadratic expressions. 

  

Critical Area 5: In this unit, students consider quadratic functions, comparing the key characteristics of 

quadratic functions to those of linear and exponential functions. Learners graph and identify characteristics of 

quadratic functions.  They learn various forms of quadratic equations and assorted methods for solving them. 

Students will study how to model real-world situations using quadratic functions.  In particular, they identify the 

real solutions of a quadratic equation as the zeros of a related quadratic function. They create and solve equations 

and systems of equations involving quadratic expressions. 

The Standards for Mathematical Practice describe varieties of expertise that mathematics educators at all 

levels should seek to develop in their students. The Mathematical Practice Standards apply throughout the 

course and, together with the Common Core Content Standards for Algebra, Numbers, and Functions, stipulate 

that students experience mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to 

make sense of problem situations.  The practices rest on important “processes and proficiencies” with 

longstanding importance in mathematics education. The first of these are the NCTM process standards of 

problem solving, reasoning and proof, communication, representation, and connections. The second are the 

strands of mathematical proficiency specified in the National Research Council’s report Adding It Up: adaptive 

reasoning, strategic competence, conceptual understanding (comprehension of mathematical concepts, 

operations and relations), procedural fluency (skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently 

and appropriately), and productive disposition (habitual inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful, and 

worthwhile, coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own efficacy). 

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them 

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively 

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others 

4. Model with mathematics 

5. Use appropriate tools strategically 

6. Attend to precision 

7. Look for a make use of structure  

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning 
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Freehold Borough Schools 

Algebra I Math Curriculum Pacing Guide 
Unit Number and 

Name Unit Description Timeline 

Unit 1 - Reasoning 
with Equations 
(Solving Linear 
Equations) 

Expressions (parts; evaluating; simplifying) 
Solving Multi-Step Equations (applying distributive property; 
  variables on both sides; rational coefficients)                                     
Solving Absolute Value Equations 
Rewriting Formulas and Equations 
Reviews/Quizzes/Test 
Total 

1.5 days 
 
4 days 
1.5 days 
1.5 days 
3.5 days 
12 days 

Unit 2 - Graphing 
and Writing Linear 
Equations 

Graphing Linear Equations (Table of Values)                                                     
Intercepts                                                                                                              
Slope of a Line                                                                                                     
Horizontal and Vertical Lines                                                                              
Graphing Linear Equations in Slope-Intercept Form                                           
Graphing Linear Equations in Standard Form                                                      
Writing Equations in Slope-Intercept Form                                                          
Writing Equations in Point-Slope Form                                                                
Writing Equations in Standard Form                                                                    
Writing Equations of Parallel and Perpendicular Lines                                                      
Graphing Absolute Value Equations                                                                     
Modeling and Solving Real-Life Problems                                                           
Scatter Plots and Lines of Fit;  Linear Regression; Correlation  Coefficient         
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                         
Total 

1 day 
.5 day 
1 day 
.5 day 
1 day 
2 days 
1 day 
1 day 
1 day 
1 day 
2 days 
4 days 
3 days 
4 days 
23 days 

Unit 3 - 
Inequalities 
 

Writing, Graphing, and Solving  Basic Linear Inequalities in One Variable 
Solving Multi-Step Linear Inequalities 
Modeling, Graphing, and “Solving” Linear Inequalities in Two Variables 
Solving Compound Inequalities 
Solving Absolute Value Inequalities 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 
Total 

2 days 
3 days 
3 days 
2 days 
2 days 
4 days 
16 days 

Unit 4 - Systems of 
Linear Equations 
and Inequalities 
 

Solving Linear Systems by Graphing 
Solving Linear Systems by Substitution 
Solving Linear Systems by Elimination 
Solving Special Systems of Linear Equations (no solution/infinite solutions) 
Systems of Linear Inequalities 
Real-World Modeling/Applications 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 
 
Total 

2 days 
2 days 
2 days 
 
1 day 
2 days 
3 days 
3 days 
15 days 

Unit 5 - Functions 
 

Relations and Functions 
Function Notation; Evaluating Functions   
Domain and Range of Functions; Interval and Set Notation 
Characteristics of  Function Graphs 
Discrete and Continuous Functions 
Special Functions (piece-wise; step) 
Arithmetic Sequences 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 

.5 day 
1.5 days 
1.5 days 
3 days 
.5 day 
2 days 
1 day 
3 days 
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Total 13 days 

Unit 6 - Exponents 
and Exponential 
Functions 
 

Properties of Exponents 
Radical and Rational Exponents 
Exponential Functions/Equations & Comparisons to Linear                                   
Exponential Growth and Decay (Real-World Applications) 
Geometric Sequences 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 
Total 

1.5 days 
1.5 day 
3 days 
3 days 
1 day 
3 days 
13 days 

Unit 7 – 
Polynomials and 
Factoring 

Introduction to Polynomials (degree/number of terms) 
Adding and Subtracting Polynomials 
Multiplying Polynomials (distributive property;  FOIL) 
Special Products of Polynomials 
Factoring Polynomials using the GCF 
Factoring x2 + bx + c  (leading coefficient of 1) 
Factoring  ax2 + bx + c  (leading coefficient not 1) 
Factoring Special Products (perfect square trinomials, difference    
   of perfect squares) 
Solving Polynomial Equations in Factored Form (Zero-Product Property) 
Factoring (and solving) Polynomials Completely                                                               
Real-World Applications of Polynomials 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 
Total 

1 day 
1.5 days 
1.5 days 
.5 day 
1 day 
1 day 
2 days 
 
2 days 
2 days 
2 days 
3 days 
3.5 days      
21 days 

Unit 8 – Quadratic 
Functions 

Properties of Square Roots/Simplifying Radicals 
Sums and Products of Rational and Irrational Numbers 
Features of quadratic graphs; quadratic parent function  y = x2  
Quadratic Standard Form ( y = ax2 + bx + c), Vertex Form               
   ( y = a(x – h) 2 + k) , and  Factored Form  ( y = a(x - p)(x - q) ) 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Graphing 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Square Roots method 
Discriminant and number of solutions 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Using the Quadratic Formula 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Factoring/Zero-Product Property 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Completing the Square 
Choosing a Solution Method 
Solving Systems involving Quadratic Equations 
Comparing Linear, Exponential, and Quadratic Functions/graphs 
Real-World Applications of Quadratics 
Transformations of Quadratics 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 
Total 

1.5 days 
1.5 days 
1 day 
 
3 days 
1 day 
1 day 
1 day 
2 days 
2 days 
2 days 
1 day 
2 days 
1 day 
5 days 
2 days 
5 days 
32 days 

Unit 9 - Rational 
Equations and 
Radical (Square 
and Cube Root) 
Functions               
 

Solving Rational Equations 
Graphing/Analyzing Square Root Functions 
Graphing/Analyzing Cube Root Functions 
Solving Radical Equations  
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 
Total 

2 days 
3 days 
3 days 
3 days 
3 days 
14 days 

Unit 10 - Data and 
Statistical Analysis 
 

Measures of Central Tendency & Dispersion  
Frequency Tables;  Shapes of Distributions (Histograms) 
Box-and-Whisker Plots 

2 days 
2 days 
3 days  
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Two-Way Tables 
Scatter Plots and Lines of Best Fit (review) 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests 
Total 

1 day 
2 days 
3 days 
13 days 
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 

Unit Name: Unit 1 – Reasoning with Expressions and Equations  
    (Solving Linear Equations) 

Timeline: September;  12 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Algebra: Seeing Structure 

in Expressions Algebra: Creating Equations Algebra: Reasoning with 
Equations and Inequalities 

Number and Quantity: 
Quantities 

A-SSE A.1 
 

A-CED A.1, 4 
 

 A-REI A.1 
             A-REI B.3 

 

N-Q A.1 
 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
This unit serves as a review of the critical concepts and skills from 8th grade math and formalizes and extends 
the mathematics of the middle school years. Students will work with algebraic expressions, evaluating them 
for variable values, and combining like terms to simplify them. They will then solve multi-step equations that 
lead to one, no, or infinitely many solutions and progress to more complex equations, including those 
involving absolute value.  The unit concludes with rewriting formulas or literal equations in terms of a named 
variable.  
Enduring Understanding 
• Variables or expressions can be used to represent 

numbers and quantities. 
• Variables can be found by applying properties 

and inverse operations. 
• Linear equations may have one, no, or infinitely 

many solutions. 

Essential Questions 
• How can unknown quantities be represented? 
• How can the value of a variable be found?  
•    Do linear equations always have a solution? 

Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• order of operations and evaluating expressions 
• solving multi-step equations and justifying steps  

using distributive property, combining like terms,  
properties of equality 

• recognize what equations that have no solution or 
infinitely many solutions look like when solved 

• solving absolute value equations 
• solving a “literal” equation or  formula and  
       benefits of doing so 
 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• identify key parts of an expression. 
• simplify expressions by combining like terms. 
• evaluate expressions for given values by applying 

the order of operations. 
• solve simple and/or multi-step equations that 

involve application of the distributive property 
and/or combining like terms. 

• solve simple and complex linear equations with 
variables on both sides. 

• solve and identify linear equations that lead to 
one, no, or infinitely many solutions. 

• solve absolute value equations. 
• rewrite formulas and equations for a named    
      variable. 

Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Variable 
• Constant  
•   Coefficient 
•   Literal Equation 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment                       
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time 

on assignments and assessments;  Provide copies 
of notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
instructions 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum;     
    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning,    
   hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate  
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   authentic components; Provide enrichment and  
   extension problems & activities; Encourage  
   unique ideas & responses 

 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Reasoning with Equations (Solving Linear Equations)                         12 days 
Expressions (parts; evaluating; simplifying)                                               1.5 days 
Solving Multi-Step Equations (applying distributive property; 
  variables on both sides; rational coefficients)                                           4 days 
Solving Absolute Value Equations                                                             1.5 days 
Rewriting Formulas and Equations                                                             1.5 days 
Reviews/Quizzes/Unit Test                                                                         3.5 days 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program:  
                                       Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;   CRP4;    CRP6;     CRP8;   
CRP11 -  Career readiness practices 
that all individuals need to have to 
truly be adaptable, reflective, and 
proactive in life and careers. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 
career requirements.       

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 2 – Graphing and Writing Linear Equations Timeline: October;   23 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Algebra: Creating 

Equations 

Algebra: Reasoning 
with Equations and 

Inequalities 

Functions: 
Interpreting 
Functions 

Functions: Linear and 
Exponential Models  

Statistics and Probability: 
Interpreting Categorical and 

Quantitative Data 
A-CED A.1 

 
A-REI D.10 

 
 
 
 

 F-IF  B.4, 6 
     F-IF  C.7.a 

 

F-LE A.1. a, b 
     F-LE A.2 
     F-LE B.5 

S-ID B.6a, c 
        S-ID C.7, 8 

 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
The unit covers the different forms linear equations can take such as slope-intercept form, point-slope form, 
and standard form.  Students will learn to graph and write equations of lines given certain criteria, including 
vertical and horizontal lines. In particular, lessons will focus on slope, x and y intercepts, and parallel and 
perpendicular lines.  Graphing absolute value functions will also be covered.  Significant emphasis will be 
placed on real world modeling with linear functions, as well as the connections between linear functions and 
scatter plots that exhibit linear trends. 
Enduring Understanding 
• Linear equations have different forms and can be 

graphed or written depending on given criteria. 
• Linear equations are useful in modeling and 

solving real-world applications. 

Essential Questions 
• How can one recognize a linear equation and 

draw its graph? 
• How can one write the equation of a line given 

certain conditions? 
•    How can one use linear equations in two variables    

    to model and solve real-world problems? 
Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• the meaning of a solution to a linear graph and its 

equation   
• how to determine x and y intercepts graphically   
      and algebraically 
• the meaning of slope/rate of change and applying 

the slope formula  
• slopes of  horizontal and vertical lines and 
      parallel and perpendicular lines 
• forms for linear equations (slope-intercept form, 

point-slope form, and standard form) and  
applying algebra skills to write equations in all 
three forms 

• absolute value parent function and vertex form;  
graphing any absolute value function is a 
transformation of the parent function  

• correlations in scatter plots of data, fitting a line 
to the data, and using the best fit line to make 
predictions  

• linear interpolation and extrapolation to predict 
data values not given   

• technology can be used to run linear regressions 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• determine if a point lies on a line and is a solution 

to the equation of the line. 
• graph a line using a table of values. 
• graph a line using intercepts. 
• graph horizontal and vertical lines. 
• calculate the slope of a line when given a graph,      

or two points. 
• describe how slope relates to horizontal and        

vertical lines. 
• graph and write equations of lines using slope-       

intercept form. 
• graph and write equations of lines using point-      

slope form. 
• graph and write equations of lines using standard      

form. 
• write equations of lines parallel and/or      

perpendicular to given lines. 
• graph absolute value functions. 
• solve real world problems using the equation of a       

line and/or its graph. 
• determine whether or not a scatter plot has a       
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and determine correlation coefficient 
• real-world problems can be modeled and solved 

with linear equations and graphs 
 

linear relationship. 
• draw the line of best fit to model the data 
      in a scatter plot that has a linear relationship,  
      write its equation, and use it to solve problems. 
• determine the "goodness” of the best fit line by       

evaluating the correlation coefficient. 
Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Slope/Rate of Change 
• Intercepts 
•   Absolute Value 
•   Transformations 
•   Correlation 
•   Linear Regression 
•   Correlation Coefficient 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment                       
• 504 Students: Adjust time for completion of 

assignments; Preferential seating; Additional time 
on assessments;  Provide copies of notes and 
study guides; Simplify and repeat instructions;  
Establish a home/school communication system 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum;     
    accelerate pacing; promote questioning,    
   hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; incorporate  
   authentic components; provide enrichment and  
   extension problems & activities; encourage  
   unique ideas & responses 

 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Graphing and Writing Linear Equations                                                       23 days 
Graphing Linear Equations (Table of Values)                                                     1 day 
Intercepts                                                                                                              .5 day 
Slope of a Line                                                                                                     1 day 
Horizontal and Vertical Lines                                                                              .5 day 
Graphing Linear Equations in Slope-Intercept Form                                           1 day 
Graphing Linear Equations in Standard Form                                                     2 days 
Writing Equations in Slope-Intercept Form                                                         1 day 
Writing Equations in Point-Slope Form                                                               1 day 
Writing Equations in Standard Form                                                                    1 day 
Writing Equations of Parallel and Perpendicular Lines                                       1 day 
Graphing Absolute Value Equations                                                                    2 days 
Modeling and Solving Real-Life Problems                                                          4 days 
Scatter Plots and Lines of Fit;  Linear Regression; Correlation Coefficient        3 days 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                         4 days 
 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 
 

 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program:  Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                        McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    
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    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos;  
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 
 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;   CRP4;   CRP6;   CRP7;  
CRP8;   CRP11 -  Career readiness 
practices that all individuals need to 
have to truly be adaptable, reflective, 
and proactive in life and careers. 
 
9.1 Personal Financial Literacy - 
Fiscal knowledge and skills that must 
be learned in order for students to 
make informed decisions about 
finance, saving and investing, credit 
and debt, and becoming a critical 
consumer. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 
career requirements.       

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 3 – Inequalities Timeline: November;  16 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Algebra: Creating Equations Algebra: Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities 

A-CED A.1, 3 
 

                                        A-REI B.3 
                                        A-REI D.12 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
Students will apply already learned skills for solving and graphing equations to finding solutions to 
inequalities of varying degrees of complexity. Lessons will include solving, writing, and graphing linear 
inequalities in one and two variables, real-world modeling using inequalities, solving compound inequalities 
involving conjunction and disjunction, and absolute value inequalities. 
Enduring Understanding 
• Inequalities can be used to represent quantities 

that are not equal. 
• There are similarities and differences between 

solving equations and solving inequalities 

Essential Questions 
• How can relationships between quantities that are 

not equal be represented? 
• How do we solve for a variable in an inequality?  
•    How can linear inequalities be used to model and  

   solve real-world problems? 
Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• the meaning of a linear inequality 
• the meaning of a solution to an inequality 
• inequality symbols (< ,  <,  >,  >) 
• number line graphs of solutions to inequalities  
      in one variable (open or closed circles/arrows) 
• graphs of solutions to inequalities in two  
      variables (solid or dotted boundary lines)/half-  
      plane shading 
• how to solve and graph compound inequalities 

involving  “and” / “or” 
• how to solve and graph absolute value 

inequalities 
• inequalities are useful in modeling and solving 

real-world problems 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• determine if an ordered pair is a 

solution to a given inequality.  
• graph the solution to a linear inequality in one 

variable on a number line. 
• graph the solution to an inequality in two 

variables on the coordinate plane by using the 
appropriate boundary line and shading.  

• write linear inequalities given graphs. 
• create, graph, and solve an inequality based on a 

real world scenario. 
• solve and graph compound inequalities. 
• solve and graph absolute value inequalities.  
• write and solve absolute value inequalities to 

model real-world problems.  
Vocabulary/Key Terms 
•   Boundary Line 
•   Half-plane 
• Compound Inequality 
• Absolute Value Inequality 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment                       
• 504 Students: Adjust time for completion of 

assignments; Preferential seating; Additional time 
on assessments;  Provide copies of notes and 
study guides; Simplify and repeat instructions;  
Establish a home/school communication system 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum;     
    accelerate pacing; promote questioning,    
   hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; incorporate  
   authentic components; provide enrichment and  
   extension problems & activities; encourage  
   unique ideas & responses 
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Teacher Learning Plan 
Inequalities                                                                                                    16 days 
Writing, Graphing, and Solving  Basic Linear Inequalities in One   
  Variable                                                                                                          2 days 
Solving Multi-Step Linear Inequalities                                                            3 days 
Modeling, Graphing, and “Solving” Linear Inequalities in Two Variables     3 days 
Solving Compound Inequalities                                                                       2 days 
Solving Absolute Value Inequalities                                                                2 days 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                     4 days 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program: Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos;  
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 
 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;   CRP4;   CRP6;  CRP8;   
CRP11 -  Career readiness 
practices that all individuals need to 
have to truly be adaptable, reflective, 
and proactive in life and careers. 
 
9.1 Personal Financial Literacy - 
Fiscal knowledge and skills that must 
be learned in order for students to 
make informed decisions about 
finance, saving and investing, credit 
and debt, and becoming a critical 
consumer. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 
career requirements.  
 
 

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 4 - Systems of Linear Equations & Inequalities Timeline: November - December;  15 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Algebra: Creating Equations Algebra: Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities 

A-CED A.2, 3 
 

                                      A-REI C.5, 6 
                                      A-REI D.10, 11, 12 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
This unit will first have students graphing to find the solution to a pair of equations as the point of intersection 
of the two lines. Then, other methods for solving linear systems that produce one solution such as substitution 
and elimination/linear combinations will be covered.  Students will also study cases where two equations 
describe the same line (yielding infinitely many solutions) and where two equations describe parallel lines 
(yielding no solution).  The unit then covers writing and graphing a system of linear inequalities in two 
variables.  For both systems of equations and inequalities, real world applications will be highlighted.  
Enduring Understanding 
• Systems of equations can be solved in a variety of 

ways and one method may be more advantageous 
than another depending on the scenario.  

• Systems of equations or inequalities are used to 
model and solve mathematical and real-world 
problems involving two variables, some of which 
may have no solution or many solutions. 

Essential Questions 
• How can one determine the best method for 

solving a system of equations? 
• How can systems of equations or inequalities be 

used to represent situations and solve problems?  
 

Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• the meaning of the solution to a linear system 
• graphing two lines to determine solution/point of 

intersection 
• how to apply the substitution method and  

elimination/linear combinations method to solve a 
linear system algebraically 

• parallel lines have no solution/point of 
intersection 

• coinciding lines have infinitely many solutions 
• the meaning of constraints by systems of 

equations or inequalities 
• the solution set to a system of linear inequalities 

in two variable is the intersection of the 
corresponding half-planes 

• whether solutions are viable or nonviable in real-
world modeling contexts 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• solve a system of linear equations by graphing, 

including systems with no solutions and infinite 
solutions. 

• solve a system of linear equations algebraically by 
using the substitution and elimination/linear 
combinations methods.  

• recognize and determine the number of solutions 
to a system and justify reasoning.  

• solve and graph linear inequalities in two 
variables and determine solutions. 

• translate a real world situation into a linear system 
and use it to solve problems that arise in everyday 
situations.  

Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Linear System 
•   Substitution method   
•   Elimination/linear combinations method 
•   Coinciding Lines 
•   Constraints 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment                       
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time 

on assignments and assessments;  Provide copies 
of notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
instructions 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum;     
    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning,    
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   hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate  
   authentic components; Provide enrichment and  
   extension problems & activities; Encourage  
   unique ideas & responses 

 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Systems of Linear Equations and Inequalities                                               15 days 
Solving Linear Systems by Graphing                                                                    2 days 
Solving Linear Systems by Substitution                                                                2 days 
Solving Linear Systems by Elimination                                                                2 days 
Solving Special Systems of Linear Equations (no solution/infinite solutions)     1 day           
Systems of  Linear Inequalities                                                                             2 days 
Real-World Modeling/Applications                                                                      3 days 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                          3 days 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program: 
                                        Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;   CRP4;    CRP6;     CRP8;   
CRP11 -  Career readiness practices 
that all individuals need to have to 
truly be adaptable, reflective, and 
proactive in life and careers. 
 
9.1 Personal Financial Literacy - 
Fiscal knowledge and skills that must 
be learned in order for students to 
make informed decisions about 
finance, saving and investing, credit 
and debt, and becoming a critical 
consumer. 
9.2  Career Awareness, Exploration, 
and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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career requirements. 
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 

Unit Name: Unit 5 – Functions Timeline: January;   13 days 
 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Functions: Interpreting Functions Functions: Building Functions Functions: Linear and Exponential Models 

F-IF A.1, 2, 3 
              F-IF B.4, 5, 6 
              F-IF C.7b;  9 

F-BF A.2 
 

F-LE A.2 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
In this unit, students will learn basic relation and function descriptions and rules, compare functions using 
multiple representations, apply function notation and evaluate functions, and express domains and ranges in 
various notations.  Features and characteristics of function graphs such as increasing/decreasing, 
positive/negative, minima/maxima, end behavior, etc. and graphing/writing equations of piecewise and step 
functions will also be covered. The use of explicit and recursive formulas to define arithmetic sequences will 
be explored as well.  
Enduring Understanding 
• A function is a relation which represents a 

dependence of one quantity on another. 
• Functions can be described using multiple 

representations. 

Essential Questions 
• What are the similarities and differences 

between relations and functions? 
• How can functions be characterized and 

described? 
Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• how to determine relations from functions given 

various representations 
• vertical line test to determine functions on graphs 
• function notation (i.e.  f(x) = y) 
• how to evaluate functions for given domain 

value/inputs or range values /outputs 
• domain & range of functions expressed in interval 

and set notation 
• function characteristics such as intercepts; 

decreasing/increasing; positive/negative;    
      maxima/minima; turning points; end behavior;  
      average rate of change over an interval; etc. 
• meaning of discrete and continuous functions 
• how to graph and interpret piecewise and step 

functions 
• arithmetic sequences are linear functions and how 

to derive a linear equation from an arithmetic 
sequence 

 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• determine whether a relationship is a function 

given a table, mapping, set of ordered pairs, a 
graph, or words. 

• identify x as an element of the domain, the input, 
and f(x) or y as an element of the range, the 
output, given the function f(x). 

• interpret statements that use function notation f(x) 
in terms of the context in which they are used. 

• evaluate functions for given domain or range 
values. 

• determine and express the domain & range of a 
function in interval and set notation, given the 
graph of a function. 

• describe key characteristics of graphs of 
functions. 

• calculate and interpret the average rate of change 
of a function over a specified interval. 

• graph piecewise and step functions and write 
equations to represent them. 

• write linear equations given arithmetic sequences. 
Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Relation and Function 
•   Mapping diagram 
•   Vertical Line Test 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment 
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time 

on assignments and assessments;  Provide copies 
of notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
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•   Domain and Range 
•   Function notation  f(x) = y  
•   Interval and set notation 
•   Maxima and Minima 
•   End behavior 
•   Piecewise and Step Functions 
•   Arithmetic Sequence;  common difference 

instructions 
•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum; 

    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning, 
    hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate 
    authentic components; Provide enrichment and 
    extension problems & activities; Encourage 
    unique ideas & responses 

 
 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Functions                                                                                                      13 days 
Relations and Functions                                                                                .5 day 
Function Notation; Evaluating Functions                                                     1.5 days 
Domain and Range of Functions; Interval and Set Notation                        1.5 days 
Characteristics of Function Graphs                                                               3 days 
Discrete and Continuous Functions                                                              .5 day 
Special Functions (piece-wise; step)                                                             1.5 days                          
Arithmetic Sequences                                                                                    1 day 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                  3.5 days  
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program:  
                                       Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;   CRP4;  CRP8;   CRP11 -  
Career readiness practices that all 
individuals need to have to truly be 
adaptable, reflective, and proactive in 
life and careers. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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career requirements.  
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 6 – Exponents and Exponential Functions  Timeline: January - February;  13 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Number and 

Quantity: The 
Real Number 

System 

Algebra: 
Creating 

Equations 

Algebra: 
Reasoning with 
Equations and 

Inequalities 

Functions: Interpreting 
Functions 

Functions: 
Building 

Functions 

Functions: Linear and 
Exponential Models  

N-RN A.1, 2 A-CED A.1,2 A-REI D.10,11 
 
 

 F-IF B.4 
 F-IF C.7, 8, 9 

F-BF A.2 F-LE A.1a, b, c 
   F-LE A.2 
   F-LE B.5 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
In this unit, students will review the laws of exponents that are used to simplify exponential expressions.  
They will distinguish between linear and exponential functions given tables, equations, graphs, or situations. 
They will become skilled at graphing and writing exponential functions and solving real world problems 
involving growth and decay. Additionally, students will recognize the connections between exponential 
functions and geometric sequences.  
Enduring Understanding 
• Properties of exponents make it easier to simplify 

expressions. 
• Real world situations involving exponential 

relationships can be interpreted or solved using 
multiple representations. 
 

Essential Questions 
• Why are the rules of exponents valuable in 

simplifying expressions? 
• How can one recognize and solve exponential 

equations?  
• How are exponential functions useful in modeling 

and solving real world problems involving growth 
or decay?  

Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• properties of exponents 
• rational exponents and radical form 
• the basic exponential function 
• linear vs. exponential functions 
• graphing an exponential function by making a 

table of values 
• the meaning of growth/decay factor and  
      growth/decay rate 
• exponential growth applications such as 

compound interest, populations 
• exponential decay applications such as 

deprecation of cars; half-life of radioactive 
substances, etc. 

• geometric sequences are exponential functions 
and how to derive an exponential equation from a 
geometric sequence 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• simplify exponential expressions by applying the 

properties of exponents. 
• convert from rational exponents to radical form. 
• graph exponential functions. 
• distinguish between linear and exponential 

functions given various representations. 
• determine growth or decay factors and rates from 

tables of values and equations. 
• recognize the difference between growth/decay 

rate and growth/decay factor. 
• write exponential functions given a graph, 

description, or table. 
• interpret, write, and solve exponential growth and 

decay functions in the context of real world 
problems. 

• write geometric equations for geometric sequences. 
Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Exponential Function 
• Growth factor and growth rate 
• Decay factor and decay rate 
• Compound Interest 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment 
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time 

on assignments and assessments;  Provide copies 
of notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
instructions 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum; 
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• Half-life 
• Geometric sequence; common ratio 
 

    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning, 
    hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate 
    authentic components; Provide enrichment and 
    extension problems & activities; Encourage 
    unique ideas & responses 

 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Exponents and Exponential Functions                                                           13 days 
Properties of Exponents                                                                                      1.5 days 
Radical and Rational Exponents                                                                         1.5 days 
Exponential Functions/Equations & Comparison to Linear                               3 days 
Exponential Growth and Decay (Real-World Applications)                              3 days 
Geometric Sequences                                                                                          1 day 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                       3 days 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program:  
• Supplemental Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
                                       Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;  CRP3;  CRP4;  CRP5; CRP6; 
CRP8;   CRP11 -  Career readiness 
practices that all individuals need to 
have to truly be adaptable, reflective, 
and proactive in life and careers. 
 
9.1 Personal Financial Literacy - 
Fiscal knowledge and skills that must 
be learned in order for students to 
make informed decisions about 
finance, saving and investing, credit 
and debt, and becoming a critical 
consumer. 
9.2  Career Awareness, Exploration, 
and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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career requirements.  
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 7 – Polynomials and Factoring  Timeline: February - March;  21 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Algebra: Seeing Structure in Expressions Algebra: Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions 

A-SSE A.1, 2 
                    A-SSE B.3a 

                                 A-APR A.1 
                                 A-APR B.3 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
This unit will introduce students to polynomials such as monomials, binomials, and trinomials and how to 
classify them.  Learners will perform addition and subtraction on polynomials and simplify them by 
combining like terms.  Multiplication of polynomials, using distributive property and the “FOIL” method for 
multiplying two binomials, will also be covered.  Then, students will learn techniques for factoring 
polynomials. This will include the basics of factoring, factoring out the greatest common factor, factoring 
trinomial quadratics, and factoring special products such as perfect square trinomials and the differences of 
two perfect squares.  Solving polynomial equations in factored form by applying the zero-product property 
will also be covered. Additionally, using polynomials to model and solve real world scenarios will be 
addressed. 
Enduring Understanding 
• Polynomials can be manipulated using addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and factoring using a 
variety of methods. 

• Polynomials can be applied to real-life situations 
 

Essential Questions 
• Why is it useful and/or necessary to manipulate 

expressions in mathematics? 
• How can expressions be used to model and solve 

real-life situations? 

Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• degree of a polynomial and number of terms 

(monomial, binomial, trinomial) 
• standard form of a polynomial 
• addition and subtraction of polynomials involves 

combining like terms 
• multiplying polynomials involves the distributive 

property and “FOIL” method for product of two 
binomials 

• factoring out the GCF is a first step in factoring 
polynomial expressions 

• meaning of a perfect square trinomial and 
associated factored pattern 

• meaning of the difference of two perfect squares 
and associated factored pattern 

• solving a polynomial equation involves factoring 
and/or applying the zero-product property 

• there is a relationship between zeros and  
      factors of polynomials 
• polynomial operations and factoring can be used 

in the modeling and solving of real world based 
problems  

 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• classify polynomials by degree and number of 

terms. 
• simplify polynomial expressions by adding and 

subtracting and combining like terms. 
• multiply polynomial expressions using the 

distributive property or FOIL method. 
• factor polynomial expressions using the Greatest 

Common Factor, trinomial patterns of the form  
x2 +bx +c, ax2 + bx + c, perfect square trinomial 
patterns, and difference of two perfect squares. 

• solve a polynomial equation by factoring and/or 
applying the zero-product property.  

• use polynomials in solving problems based on 
real world situations. 
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Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• polynomial, monomial, binomial, trinomial 
• polynomial standard form 
• degree 
• factor 
• perfect square 
• “FOIL”/distributive property for the product of 

two binomials  
• Zero-Product Property 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment 
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time 

on assignments and assessments;  Provide copies 
of notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
instructions 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum; 
    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning, 
    hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate 
    authentic components; Provide enrichment and 
    extension problems & activities; Encourage 
    unique ideas & responses 

 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Polynomials and Factoring                                                                                             21 days 
Introduction to Polynomials (degree; number of terms)                                                      1 day 
Adding and Subtracting Polynomials                                                                                  1.5 days 
Multiplying Polynomials (distributive property & FOIL)                                                   1.5 days 
Special Products of Polynomials                                                                                         .5 day 
Factoring Polynomials using the GCF                                                                                 1 day 
Factoring x2 + bx + c  (leading coefficient of 1)                                                                  1 day 
Factoring  ax2 + bx + c  (leading coefficient not 1)                                                             2 days 
Factoring Special Products (perfect square trinomials, difference of perfect squares)       2 days 
Solving Polynomial Equations in Factored Form (Zero-Product Property)                        2 days 
Factoring (and solving) Polynomials Completely                                                               2 days 
Real-World Applications of Polynomials                                                                            3 days 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                                        3.5 days 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program:  
                                       Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 
 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 

CRP2;  CRP4;  CRP6;  CRP8 -  
Career readiness practices that all 
individuals need to have to truly be 
adaptable, reflective, and proactive in 
life and careers. 

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

9.1 Personal Financial Literacy - 
Fiscal knowledge and skills that must 
be learned in order for students to 
make informed decisions about 
finance, saving and investing, credit 
and debt, and becoming a critical 
consumer. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 
career requirements.    

create and communicate knowledge. 
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 8 – Quadratic Functions  Timeline: March - April;  32 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Number and 

Quantity: The 
Real Number 

System 

Algebra: Arithmetic 
with Polynomials 

and Rational 
Expressions 

Algebra: 
Reasoning 

with Equations 
and 

Inequalities 

Algebra: 
Creating 

Equations 

 
Algebra: Seeing 

Structure in 
Expressions 

Functions: 
Interpreting 
Functions 

Functions: 
Building 

Functions 

N-RN B.3 
 

A-APR B.3 
 

A-REI B.4a,b 
A-REI C.7 
A-REI D.11 

A-CED A.1,2 
 

A-SSE 3a, b 
 

 F-IF B.4 
 F-IF C.7a 
 F-IF C.8a 
 F-IF C.9 

F-BF B.3 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
This unit begins with the simplification of radical expressions and performing operations with radicals.  Sums 
and products of rational and irrational numbers will be explored as well.  Then, students will examine the key 
characteristics of the graphs of quadratic functions and the standard, vertex, and intercepts forms for quadratic 
equations.  The importance of knowing or determining the vertex/axis of symmetry of a parabola, and evaluating 
the discrimant to determine number of solutions will be stressed.  Students will graph quadratic equations and 
use graphs for exact or estimated solutions.  They will solve quadratic functions that lead to real and complex 
solutions using a variety of other methods such as taking square roots, factoring, applying the quadratic formula, 
and completing the square.  Students will learn to choose a method for solving that is most advantageous to the 
situation.   In addition, real world applications involving quadratics, such as projectile motion, are an integral 
part of this unit, as is investigating how all quadratic graphs are just transformations of the parent function graph. 
 
Enduring Understanding 
• There are multiple methods to solving a 

quadratic, each of which is suitable to certain 
situations. 

• The characteristics of quadratic functions and 
their representations are useful in solving real-
world problems. 

• The graph of any quadratic function is a 
transformation of the basic quadratic parent 
function. 

Essential Questions 
• How can one determine the best method for solving 

quadratic equations? 
• Why is it useful or necessary to use mathematical 

relationships to model a real world situation? 
• Why can it be said that all quadratics are just 

transformations? 
 

Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• how to simplify simple radical expressions 
• outcomes of the sums and products of rational 

and irrational numbers  
• standard form of a quadratic equation and how 

to determine the parabola’s vertex and y-
intercept 

• vertex form of a quadratic equation and its 
significance in performing transformations 

• intercepts form of a quadratic equation and its 
usefulness in determining roots/zeros/x-
intercepts/solutions 

• discriminant (b2 – 4ac) tells the number or type 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• simplify radical expressions. 
• explain the results of sums and products of rational 

and irrational numbers. 
• identify and explain key features of a quadratic 

function graph.  
• identify and explain key features of a quadratic 

function equation given in standard form, vertex 
form, and factored form. 

• convert between the various forms of quadratic 
equations. 

• solve a quadratic function graphically. 
• solve quadratics equations by taking square roots. 
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of solutions to a quadratic eqution and whether 
it is factorable 

• how/when to choose a particular method for 
solving a quadratic and the process required for 
each method (graphing, square roots method, 
quadratic formula, factoring, completing the 
square) 

• using vertical/projectile motion models to solve 
real-world applications involving quadratic 
functions 

• polynomials and quadratics can be applied to real 
world area problems 

• differences between linear, exponential, and 
quadratic models 

• how to transform quadratics by horizontal and 
vertical translations, reflections, compressions 
and stretches 
 

• solve quadratic equations by factoring and applying 
the zero product property. 

• solve quadratic equations by completing the square. 
• evaluate the discrimant of a quadratic and use it to 

determine number or type of solutions. 
• solve quadratic equations by using the quadratic 

formula. 
• choose the most appropriate method to solve a 

quadratic equation and justify choice. 
• solve real-life problems involving quadratic 

functions and explain the answers in terms of the 
context (e.g. area problems; vertical/projectile 
motion). 

• graphically solve systems involving quadratic 
equations. 

• compare linear, exponential, and quadratic models. 
• determine transformations of a parabola from the 

parent function .  
Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Radical  
• Rational and irrational numbers 
• Parabola 
• Vertex;  Axis/Line of symmetry 
• Discriminant 
• Completing the Square 
• Perfect Square Trinomial 
• Complex/Imaginary Roots  
• Vertical/projectile motion 
• Parent function; family of functions 
• Transformation (translation, reflection, 

compression, stretch)  

Modifications: Support and Enrichment 
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time on 

assignments and assessments;  Provide copies of 
notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
instructions 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum; 
    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning, 
    hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate 
    authentic components; Provide enrichment and 
    extension problems & activities; Encourage 
    unique ideas & responses 

 

 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Quadratic  Functions                                                                          32 days 
Properties of Square Roots/Simplifying Radicals                                   1.5 days        
Sums and Products of Rational and Irrational Numbers                         1.5 days 
Features of quadratic graphs; quadratic parent function  y = x2              1 day 
Quadratic Standard Form ( y = ax2 + bx + c), Vertex Form               
   ( y = a(x – h) 2 + k) , and  Factored Form  ( y = a(x - p)(x - q) )          3 days 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Graphing                                              1 day 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Square Roots method                           1 day 
Discriminant and number of solutions                                                     1 day 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Using the Quadratic Formula               2 days 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Factoring/Zero-Product Property         2 days 
Solving Quadratic Equations by Completing the Square                         2 days 
Choosing a Solution Method                                                                    1 day 
Solving Systems involving Quadratic Equations                                     2 days 
Comparing Linear, Exponential, and Quadratic Functions                      1 day       
Real-World Applications of Quadratics                                                   5 days 
Transformations of Quadratics                                                                 2 days 
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Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                             5 days 

 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program:  
                                       Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 
 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;  CRP4;  CRP6;  CRP8;   
CRP11 -  Career readiness practices 
that all individuals need to have to 
truly be adaptable, reflective, and 
proactive in life and careers. 
 
9.1 Personal Financial Literacy - 
Fiscal knowledge and skills that must 
be learned in order for students to 
make informed decisions about 
finance, saving and investing, credit 
and debt, and becoming a critical 
consumer. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 
career requirements.    

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

 

 

 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 9 – Rational Equations and Radical (Square and  

              Cube Root) Functions 
Timeline: May;  14 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 
Algebra: Creating 

Equations 
Algebra: Reasoning with 

Equations and Inequalities Functions: Interpreting Functions Functions: Building Functions 

A-CED A.1 
 

A-REI  A.2 
  A-REI  D.10 

 
 

               F-IF B.4 
               F-IF B.6 
               F-IF C.7b                   

F-IF B.3 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
This unit involves solving simple rational and radical equations and how extraneous solutions may occur.  
Radical non-linear functions, both square root and cube root, will be addressed. Students will graph, interpret, 
and describe these functions and determine the average rate of change along different intervals of the graph.  
Comparisons will also be made to the parent square and cube root functions. 
Enduring Understanding 
• Rational equations can be solved by applying the 

Cross-Products Property and solving the resulting 
equation. 

• Square and cube root functions are solved by 
squaring or cubing both sides of the equation. 
 

Essential Questions 
• What are rational equations and how can they be 

solved? 
• How can radical functions be solved and what do 

their graphs tell about their characteristics? 

Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• solving a rational equation involves applying the 

cross products property 
• meaning of an extraneous solution and how to 

determine one 
• why certain domain and/or range values must be 

excluded from solution sets 
• how to solve radical equations 
• how to graph and interpret square root functions 
• how to graph and interpret cube root functions 
• square and cube root functions are 

transformations of their parent graphs 
 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• solve rational equations in one variable by using 

cross products. 
• solve simple radical equations. 
• identify extraneous solutions when solving 

rational equations. 
• graph square root functions and show/label key 

features of the graph. 
• compare graphs of square root functions to the 

parent function y = √x. 
• graph cube root functions and show/label key 

features of the graph.  
• compare graphs of cube root functions to the 

parent graph. 
 

Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Extraneous solution 
• Radicand 
 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment 
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time 

on assignments and assessments;  Provide copies 
of notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
instructions 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum; 
    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning, 
    hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate 
    authentic components; Provide enrichment and 
    extension problems & activities; Encourage 
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    unique ideas & responses 

 

Teacher Learning Plan 
Rational Equations and Non-linear Functions (Square and Cube Root)     14 days 
Solving Rational Equations                                                                                   2 days 
Graphing/Analyzing Square Root Functions                                                        3 days 
Graphing/Analyzing Cube Root Functions                                                           3 days 
Solving Radical Equations                                                                                    3 days  
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                         3 days 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program:  
                                       Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;  CRP4;  CRP8;   CRP11 -  
Career readiness practices that all 
individuals need to have to truly be 
adaptable, reflective, and proactive in 
life and careers. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 
career requirements.    

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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Algebra I Math Curriculum Map 
Unit Name: Unit 10 – Data and Statistical Analysis  Timeline: May - June;  13 days 

 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Mathematics 

Statistics and Probability: Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data 

                                                                           S-ID A.1, 2, 3 
                                                                           S-ID B.6 
                                                                           S-ID C.7, 8 

 

District Desired Results 
Unit Overview 
This unit focuses on students’ ability to analyze data and interpret data displays.  Students will compare 
measures of central tendency (mean, median, and mode) and find the range and standard deviation of data 
sets.  Box-and-whisker plots and histograms will be analyzed, and two-way tables will be used to recognize 
associations in data.  Students will draw on statistics to represent real world situations and communicate 
results, using technology when needed.  
  
Enduring Understanding 
• Data can be analyzed both numerically and 

visually in order to convey meaning.  
 

Essential Questions 
• How can collecting and analyzing data help one 

make decisions and predictions? 

Content 
Students should know and understand: 
• meaning of and how to determine the mean, 

median, and mode of data sets 
• meaning of and how to determine range and  

standard deviation of data sets   
• how to create, interpret, and compare  graphical 

displays such as histograms and box-and-whisker  
plots 

• two-way tables are useful tools for examining 
relationships between two categorical 
variables/bivariate data 

 

Skills – Standards Aligned and Critical Thinking 
Students should be able to: 
• calculate and compare measures of center (mean, 

median, mode) of data sets. 
• calculate and compare measures of variation 

(range, standard deviation) of data sets. 
• analyze displays such as frequency tables, 

histograms, and box-and-whisker plots to describe 
the shape of the distribution of data. 

• create, interpret, and compare box-and-whisker 
plots in the context of a problem. 

• analyze two-way tables to recognize associations 
between two sets of data. 

 
Vocabulary/Key Terms 
• Measures of center and variation 
• Mean, median, mode, range 
• Standard deviation 
• Frequency table 
• Histograms/Skewness of data 
• Box-and-Whisker Plot 
• Extremes 
• Quartiles 
• Interquartile Range 
• Outlier 
• Two-Way Table 
 

Modifications: Support and Enrichment 
• 504 Students: Preferential seating;  Additional time 

on assignments and assessments;  Provide copies 
of notes and study guides; Simplify and repeat 
instructions 

•     Gifted and Talented Students: Compact curriculum; 
    Accelerate pacing; Promote questioning, 
    hypothesizing, analyzing, reflecting; Incorporate 
    authentic components; Provide enrichment and 
    extension problems & activities; Encourage 
    unique ideas & responses 
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Teacher Learning Plan 
Data and Statistical Analysis                                                                             13 days 
Measures of Central Tendency (mean, median, mode)                                          1 day 
Measures of Dispersion (range and standard deviation)                                        1 day 
Frequency Tables; Histograms and Shapes of  Distributions                                2 days 
Box-and-Whisker Plots                                                                                          3 days 
Two-Way Tables                                                                                                    1 day 
Scatter Plots & Line of Best Fit (Review)                                                              2 days 
Reviews/Quizzes/Tests                                                                                           3 days 
 

Assessment Plan 
Assessments to Measure Student’s Understanding 
• Formal Assessments: Benchmark Assessments, Unit Tests, Quizzes, Performance Tasks, Projects              
• Informal Assessments: Observations, Anecdotal Notes, Participation, Entrance, Mid-class, & Exit tickets, 

Communicator/Whiteboard responses; Extended Constructed Response Questions 
 

 

Instructional Resources 
Teacher Resources 
• Core Program: Big Ideas MATH: Algebra 1 – A Common Core Curriculum 
• Supplemental Program:  
                                       Common Core Coach  - Algebra I (Triumph Learning) 
                                       McDougal Littell – Algebra 1 (2004) text and ancillaries 
•    Additional and Alternative Materials and Resources: Math Warehouse; Mathematics Assessment Resource    

    Services (MARS);  Learn Zillion; New Jersey Center for Teaching and Learning; IXL Math; Illustrative  
   Mathematics;  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Khan Academy; Desmos; Gizmos; 
   www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks;  Teacher Tube  (https://www.teachertube.com/) 
 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 21st Century Life and Careers Technology Standards 
Reading:  NJSLSA.R10 - Read and 
comprehend complex informational 
texts independently and proficiently 
with scaffolding as needed. 
 
Writing:  NJSLSA.W1 - Write 
arguments to support claims in an 
analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and 
relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

CRP2;  CRP4;  CRP5;   CRP6; 
CRP7;  CRP8;  CRP11 -  Career 
readiness practices that all individuals 
need to have to truly be adaptable, 
reflective, and proactive in life and 
careers. 
 
9.1 Personal Financial Literacy - 
Fiscal knowledge and skills that must 
be learned in order for students to 
make informed decisions about 
finance, saving and investing, credit 
and debt, and becoming a critical 
consumer. 
 
9.2  Career Awareness, 
Exploration, and Preparation - 
Skills that stress the importance of 
being knowledgeable about one's 
interests and talents, and being well 
informed about postsecondary and 
career options, career planning, and 
career requirements.   

8.1 Educational Technology - Use 
digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate, and synthesize information 
in order to solve problems 
individually and collaborate and 
create and communicate knowledge. 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/performance-assessment-tasks
https://www.teachertube.com/
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